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Musiikkiteknologian aineryhmä Centre for Music & Technology



ACOUSMATICA I: Canada – Finland James Andeanin jatkotutkintokonsertti James Andean’s Doctoral Concert



torstaina 20.10.2011 klo 19 Musiikkitalo, Black Box Thursday, October 20th, 2011 at 7 pm Helsinki Music Centre, Black Box



Martin Bédard



Topographie de la noirceur (2005)



James Andean & Visa Kuoppala



Pimeydesta Valoon (2011)



Dominic Thibault



L'instant en vain (2008)



Visa Kuoppala



Outspread (2010)



Sami Järvinen & Sami Klemola



Kamppi Variations II - Balustrade (2004)



James Andean



Radiate (2011) Väliaika/Intermission



James Andean



Medusan Torso (2011)



Adam Basanta



a glass is not a glass (mov I to VI) (2010)



Andrew Bentley



Carillon (1977)



Charles Quevillon



Frette (2009)



James Andean



Maledetta (2011)



Thanks to Taiteen keskustoiminta for their support.



For my first doctoral concert, I have chosen to present, together with several of my own pieces, works by current Canadian and Finnish composers. Since for my final Master's concert I had the opportunity to present diffusions of a number of classic Canadian acousmatic works by established and eminent composers, for this concert I chose instead to present recent works by the younger generation of Canadian acousmaticians, who are doing exceptional and exciting work in the genre. Together with these, I have selected several recent works by young Finnish composers, as well as a classic work by Andrew Bentley. Concerts such as this one, as well as the Finnish works presented here, and indeed Finnish electroacoustic culture generally over the last several decades, have only been possible thanks to Andrew's efforts as a teacher, promoter, performer, and concert producer in Finland for the last 35 years. It is thus appropriate, perhaps, to include here the first of his works to have been created in Finland, 34 years ago. While my doctoral research – exploring the relationships between the musical and narrative aspects of acousmatic music – has of course helped to shape both my own compositions presented here, as well as the programme in general, I think it is perhaps unnecessary to labour this point here. Rather, I hope that these works will stand firmly on their own, without any additional pontification on my part. I hope you will enjoy the concert! James Andean P.S. Please join us also on Saturday night, October 22nd, at 19:00, again in the Black Box of the Helsinki Music Centre, for a second concert of acousmatic works, this time from Mexico, Colombia, and Finland, hosted by Alejandro Olarte and Alejandro Montes de Oca Torres.



Martin Bédard: Topographie de la noirceur (2005) "Inspired by the main character of Alexander Zinoviev's Notes of the Nightwatchman, I imagined myself as the nightwatchman in an unreal round in the heart of darkness, where, guided by a dark light and the echo of his footsteps, all is lived from the inside in each of these transfigured places." Martin Bédard graduated in instrumental composition from the University of Laval (Qéuebec, Canada). Following a five-year course with composers Yves Daoust and André Fecteau, he graduated with high distinction from the Conservatory of Music of Montreal in electroacoustic composition. He is currently completing a PhD in electroacoustic composition at the University of Montreal with the composer Robert Normandeau. Bédard's works have been presented in more than 50 national and international events and festivals. He is the winner or finalist of eleven international competitions, including an "Award of distinctions" at the 2010 Ars Electronica competition, and first prize for his piece "Fields of excavations (Excavations)" at Computer Space in 2010 in Bulgaria and the latest edition of the International Electroacoustic Music Contest 2009 in Brazil. Bédard is a founding member and artistic director of the group Point d'écoute, and a member of the artistic committee of RÉSEAUX. He teaches aural perception, composition and analysis of electroacoustic music at the Music Conservatory of Montreal, and electroacoustic composition at the University of Montreal. James Andean & Visa Kuoppala: Pimeydesta Valoon (2011) Pimeydesta Valoon was composed to represent the Music Technology department of the Sibelius Academy at the Fall 2011 opening celebrations of the new Helsinki Music Centre. Part of a larger program of Academy musicians and composers, the work was designed to flow out of the piece before it and into the piece that followed. Thus, it takes the final note of the preceding piano performance as its starting point, and builds towards material from the instrumentalists of jazz trio Herd, which followed directly from Pimeydesta Valoon. It was difficult to resist the temptation to present the work here,



standing on its own, in a less heterogeneous context. Dominic Thibault: L'instant en vain (2008) "Time is dust. A handful of sand that runs out of my grip. That grain that falls is already part of our memory. The present moment instantly becoming past. Why are we obsessed with time?" L'instant en vain was composed between January and April 2008 in Dominic Thibault's personal studio. Mostly known for his work in the field of acousmatic music, Dominic Thibault likes to explore a musical world without any stylistic border. His growing interest in mixed music and multimedia inspires him to develop projects close to electronic music, pop culture and the collective imagination. Recently, he has been composing music for Daniel Danis theatre. His work as a programmer contributed to the newest version of Cecilia, a graphical interface for sound generation and processing. Being a founding member of the collective Point d’écoute, Dominic is actively organizing electroacoustic music concerts. After studying jazz guitar in college, Dominic Thibault completed Bachelor's and Master's degrees in composition (University of Montreal) under the supervision of Jean Piché and Robert Normandeau. He recently moved to Huddersfield (UK) in order to undertake a Ph.D. with Pierre Alexandre Tremblay, researching the tailoring process required for an electroacoustic music to exist both in a live context and on fixed media. Thibault’s works have been played internationally. His development has been supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), the Fonds de recherche sur la société et la culture du Québec (FQRSC) the Canada Council for the Arts (CAC) and the Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec (CALQ). His piece Nuit noire, Nuit grise was the winning entry in both the V Concurso Internacional De Miniaturas Electroacústicas competition organized by the Cultural Ministry of Andalucia and JTTP 2007 (Jeu de Temps / Time Play) organized by the Canadian Electroacoustic Community. He was recently awarded the Smalley Scholarship in Sonic Arts, allowing him to realize his Ph.D. www.dominic-thibault.com



Visa Kuoppala: Outspread (2010) Outspread sets out to explore two continuums during its course: the continuum from pitch to noise and the reality-abstraction –continuum. In the piece pitch is a subset of timbre and pitched material is used simply as one timbre among others – by making the chords static, discourse based on pitches or harmonies is not formed, but the pitches serve as a timbral counterweight to sharper granular material. The reality-abstraction –continuum is explored by juxtaposing and mediating between situations of different apparent realism. The material evolves from immersive real situations to entirely abstract sound masses and vice versa, with wave-like swells frequently acting as catalysts. However, more than a technical discourse, the piece attempts to provide an impressionistic voyage. Visa Kuoppala is a Finnish composer of electroacoustic music. One foot in academia, another in non-academic avant-garde, he is particularly interested in acousmatic music, free improvisation, sound installations and sound design. He is currently a postgraduate student at the Music department of University of Birmingham, studying under Jonty Harrison. He has graduated from the Music Technology department of Sibelius Academy, Finland and has studied composition under John Young, Patrick Kosk, Andrew Bentley, Otto Romanowski and Tapio Nevanlinna. Sami Järvinen & Sami Klemola: Kamppi Variations II - Balustrade (2004) Kamppi Variations takes as its starting point the construction site of what would eventually become the Kamppi shopping centre, exploring the musical potential of the construction soundscape to create a tape piece in four movements. The work creates a counterpoint between the original recordings from the site, and their electronically manipulated doppelgangers. Sami Järvinen was born in 1977. He studied at the Sibelius Academy, and is a sound engineer and sound designer.



Helsinki-based composer Sami Klemola studied composition and electronic music at the Sibelius Academy, the Amsterdam Conservatory, and IRCAM in Paris. Klemola’s output includes orchestral music, chamber music, solo works, sound installations and electroacoustic works. He is active as improviser with acoustic and electronic media, and also works as coordinator of the Finnish electroacoustic group defunensemble. James Andean: Radiate (2011) Radiate is composed from a single recording of a leaky radiator. The original material is stripped down to only a few bare partials, forming a simple melody, which builds towards a counterpoint of increasing complexity as more and more partials are added, eventually building up from melodic units back towards the original soundworld of the radiator. The listener is thus taken 'inside' the radiator's soundscape, both through this excavation and exploration of its pitch universe, and more literally, through the spatialisation of the resulting material, which places the audience at the centre of this evolving soundworld. James Andean: Medusan Torso (2011) Medusan Torso is based on my work on the audiovisual installation "Re:****Sitruuna ja meduusa", an ongoing collaboration with visual artist Merja Nieminen, which first appeared at Galleria Aarni in February 2010. Torso is composed entirely from the sound material from the original installation; but where this material was deconstructed for the installation, then re-composed in real-time by the governing software, here it has been shaped and fixed to a timeline, allowing for a very different exploration of these same materials, and offering very different results. Adam Basanta: a glass is not a glass (mov I to VI) (2010) “a glass is a glass is a glass” – adapted from Gertrude Stein “Ceci n'est pas une verre” – adapted from René Magritte The sound of a common wine glass encapsulates both its banal everyday use as well as the inherent musicality of everyday objects. This ordinary sound, excited



by various means, is treated with a metaphoric sonic magnifying lens, highlighting its various characteristics: attack and resonance, harmonicity and inharmonicity, rhythm and texture. The untreated sound functions as both departure and arrival points, allowing elastic musical elaborations between each concréte bookend. This interplay, between the recognizable quotidian sound and its more abstract modulations, acts as the main developmental motif in the piece, and is explored through various intertwined movements. This concert version contains movements I to VI out of the eleven movements which comprise the full piece. a glass is not a glass (mov I to VI) was awarded 1st prize in the student category of Musiques et Recherche’s Metamorphoses 2010 competition (Ohain, Belgium). Adam Basanta is a composer and media artist living in Montréal. He holds a BFA in composition from Simon Fraser University (Vancouver), and is currently an MA candidate at Concordia University, supervised by Sandeep Bhagwati and Chris Salter. His work transverses electroacoustic, acoustic and mixed composition, light and sound installations, and interactive laptop performance. He is particularly invested in issues related to perception, unorthodox performance practices, and the use of compositional forms in the articulation of space and site. Adam's work has been presented at concerts, conferences and festivals throughout North and South America, Europe, Asia and the UK. His compositions have been awarded national (SOCAN Foundation Awards for Young Composers 2008, 2010, 2011; Jeu de Temps 2010) and international prizes (Metamorphoses Acousmatic Biennale 2010, Belgium; VII International Contest of Electroacoustic Miniatures 2009, Spain; Musica Viva 2010, Portugal). He has previously collaborated with choreographers Henry Daniel (Vancouver), Troika Ranch (NY/Berlin), and Kinesis Dance (Vancouver) as a composer, sound and interaction designer. His recent audiovisual installations have been presented at Eastern Bloc (Montréal) and the Vancouver New Music Festival (Vancouver).



Andrew Bentley: Carillon (1977) "Carillon (1977) was the first piece of mine to be made in Finland, after arriving from the UK in August 1976, and after first having to build a studio here in which to work. It was composed primarily using material brought from the York University studio, as well as some bells from the Yle archive. The name of the piece refers to a church instrument comprising a set of bells operated from a keyboard. I was fascinated by the possibility of "interfering" with a sound which is normally fixed and immutable, overcoming its utilitarian aspects and making it more virtuosic and ornamental through the use of technology. The bells are transformed at the beginning of the piece by the Springer machine (Tempophon) and layered with delays. Other sounds are synthesized with the EMS VCS3 Putney, using amplitude modulation amongst other techniques. I think I might also have used a Walsh function sequencer for some of the repetitive patterns. Some distortion is used in the synthesis to bring attack noise close to the sound of the bell attacks. I was already deeply into my foray into tape music at the time I made this piece, but it nevertheless suffers from several technical and formal limitations, some of which were my fault and some just the limitations of the era and having a rather primitive studio to work in. It received an honorable mention in the Russolo competition in 1979, and was programmed by François Bayle, together with Bowing, in the Cycle Acousmatique concert series in 1980." Andrew Bentley (b. 1952, Fleetwood, UK) studied at York University 1970-76, completing a doctorate in music in 1981. He has taught electroacoustic music and music technology for 35 years at universities in Finland and England and participated in developing studios at Finnish Radio, Helsinki University and the Sibelius Academy. He was a founder director of the Composers Desktop Project in York 1985 and was involved in establishing the first degree programme in pop music in the UK. He is currently teacher at the Centre for Music & Technology of the Sibelius Academy. He performs electroacoustic music with many well known Finnish musicians and electroacoustic performance art as a duo called Son Panic with Juhani Liimatainen.



Charles Quevillon: Frette (2009) It is by falling sick that my body forced me to take a break from braving the slopes and winter storms every day on my bike. I tried to make this experience musical. There are two levels to the piece. First, the play of attacks and resonances inspired by my acupuncture sessions. The attacks sting violently and surprise the body, while the resonances express the prolonged thin, sharp pain. Secondly, the physical effort and winded body are symbolised by the enormous mass of plowed ice and breath sounds. Charles Quevillon completed his studies in classical guitar and composition at Cégep de St-Laurent in 2008. Since then, he has concentrated on electroacoustic and instrumental composition under the guidance of Yves Daoust and Serge Provost at the Conservatoire de musique de Montréal. He participated twice in the Sound Creation Program of the Orford Arts Centre to perfect his work with masters such as Gilles Gobeil, Natasha Barrett, Jean-François Laporte, Lori Freedman, Hans Tutschku and Véronique Lacroix. In addition to his interest in the sonic exploration of the guitar through different mediums such as improvisation and performance, he has also worked in multiple projects in collaboration with directors and choreographers. He recently took part in the creation of a new stringed instrument (called Cluster #70) that he ordered from Thierry André, a luthier from Montreal. This instrument features in the three compositions he did for Tedd Robinson’s choreographies, including Sticks, nominated at the Dora Awards 2011 in the Outstanding Sound Design/Composition category. His work Frette appears on the Cache 2009 compilation, and was presented in France the same year. In 2010, he won the first prize of the Jeux de Temps/Time’s Play (JTTP) Competition, organized by the Canadian Electroacoustic Community (CEC), as well as the third prize (Hugh-Le Caine) of the SOCAN Foundation with his piece Au Boute. Thanks to these prizes, this same work was broadcast on radio numerous times, and presented in Mexico in May 2011.



James Andean: Maledetta (2011) This piece is composed from material prepared for a contemporary reimagining of Cherubini's opera Medea, in collaboration with Panos Balomenos and Gaile Griciute, which was presented at the Helsinki Design Museum in August, 2011 as part of the Helsinki Night of the Arts. This performance staged a selection of the opera in a version for three vocalists, piano, and electronics. Maledetta takes as its starting point material prepared for the electronics part for this performance. James Andean is a musician and sound artist. He is active as both a performer and a composer in a range of fields, including electroacoustic composition and performance, improvisation, sound installation, and sound recording. He is a founding member of improvisation and new music quartet The Rank Ensemble and of the sound collective Resonator Helsinki, and one half of the audiovisual performance art duo Plucié/DesAndes. He has performed in Finland, Sweden, Russia, Germany, Italy and Canada, and his works have been performed in Finland, Norway, Russia, Portugal, Canada and China. He teaches Sound Production at the North Karelia University of Applied Sciences, and is completing a doctorate at the Centre for Music & Technology of the Sibelius Academy, in Helsinki, Finland.
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